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Abstract
We provide an extended literature review on preferences with present bias, more specifically with
quasi-hyperbolic discounting which leads to time-inconsistent behavior. We review current studies
that focus on the implications of time-inconsistent preferences on various well-known economic
models and environments, including both models of individual decision making and models that
have strategic interactions. We also discuss the part of the literature that focuses on measuring the
discounting, whether it is exponential or hyperbolic. We also provide possible research directions
which have not been fully explored yet in the literature.
Keywords : present bias; time-inconsistency; βδ-preferences; sophisticated agent; naive agent;
measuring discount factor; commitment;
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Introduction

There is a growing number of studies that present evidence showing that agents’ behavior often exhibits
time-inconsistency. An agent today may plan to take an action tomorrow, but when tomorrow arrives
the agent changes her mind and takes another action. This change in choice behavior is usually referred
to as time-inconsistency. One may see it as different selves of the same agent having disagreements on
future actions or choices. When all the different selves agree, then the agent is said to be time-consistent.
If, however, at least some selves disagree on future choices, then the agent is time-inconsistent.
When the benefits of an action are in the future and the costs are immediate, agents do not give the
benefits much weight. That is, they tend to postpone costly actions and tough projects (e.g. finishing
up writing a paper, filing taxes or going to the gym), but rarely tend to postpone gratification. This
behavior is usually attributed to possible present-bias agent may have, and it is captured or implied
by quasi-hyperbolic discounting scheme, or through βδ-preferences. There is already a substantial
amount of work regarding individual decision making under βδ-preferences and time-inconsistency,
and a growing number of studies that focus on economic interactions and strategic environments that
include time-inconsistent individuals.
Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’donoghue (2002) provide an overview of the literature and Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) layout a survey on anomalies in intertemporal choice. However, these studies
are by now relatively old and there has been a huge amount of work done in the field since these
two surveys. The goal of this study is to provide a more comprehensive and also a more up to date
survey of the relevant literature. We aim to lay out an extensive review of the literature and present
the growing importance of time-inconsistent preferences and their implications on important economic
problems. Our goal is to provide a detailed analysis of different lines of research in this literature,
including individual decision making problems, economic problems involving strategic interaction and
also measurement of time-preferences. We will discuss some of the pioneering papers as well as the
frontier research and we also hope to shed light on possible research directions one could pursue in this
field.
In Section 2, we provide an extensive survey of the current literature on the subject. Section 3
provides possible directions in the field, which have not been explored yet. Section 4 concludes.
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What we know so far

In 1937, Samuelson introduced the Discounted Utility model, DU, henceforth, and since then it was
heavily used in almost all dynamic models of intertemporal choice. The model introduced by Samuelson
(1937) says that an individual prefers a stream of consumption levels c = (c0 , c1 , ..., cT −1 , cT ) over
another one c0 = (c00 , c01 , ..., c0T −1 , c0T ) if and only if
T
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where u(·) represents the individual’s utility function over consumption levels and δ ∈ [0, 1] represents
the discount factor for one period. However, there has been a number of anomalies reported regarding
intertemporal choice. Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) discuss four common preference anomalies that
do not go along with the DU model. The first anomaly is the common difference effect. An example
given by Thaler (1981) explains this anomaly very clearly: an individual might prefer one apple today
to two apples tomorrow, but at the same time prefer two apples in 51 days to one apple in 50 days. The
second one is the absolute magnitude effect, where larger amounts are discounted less than the smaller
amounts. As reported by Thaler (1981), on average subjects were indifferent between $15 and $60,
indifferent between $250 and $350, as well as between $3000 and $4000. The third anomaly was the
gain-loss asymmetry. According to Loewenstein (1987) subjects were, on average, indifferent between
getting $10 immediately and getting $21 in one year, and indifferent between losing $10 immediately
and losing $15 in one year. Finally, the last one is the delay-speed up asymmetry. This effect involves
an asymmetric preference between speeding up and delaying consumption. The finding reported by
Loewenstein (1988) is that on average, the amount an individual asks in order to delay a given reward,
say by t periods, is two to four times larger than the amount this individual is willing to give up in
order to receive the reward t periods earlier.
Working on these anomalies, Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) mainly find that individuals are less
sensitive to the changes in the timing of substantially delayed rewards, relative to the changes that are
not delayed that much. As we pointed out via Thaler (1981)’s finding, $100 may be better than $110
tomorrow, but at the same time, $110 that will be received in 51 days later may be better than $100 that
will be received in 50 days. This finding is parallel with the idea of time-inconsistent preferences. Also,
Kirby and Herrnstein (1995) conduct an experimental study that challenges the stationarity axiom
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and finds evidence for preference reversals, which is predicted by hyperbolic discounting models.1
Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’donoghue (2002) also provide a critical view on time-preferences
and the DU model introduced by Samuelson (1937), which we discussed above. They point out that
empirically discount rates are not constant over time, unlike in the DU model. They also provide an
extensive list of empirical or experimental studies that measure discount rates. We will discuss some
of these studies in Section 2.4 below.
When modelling time-inconsistency, most of the current literature uses βδ-discounting model, in
which the discount factor is not constant over time. Before reviewing the current literature, we first
provide this model of time-inconsistency. There are other models and approaches that also capture
time-inconsistent behavior.2 We will review these below as well.

2.1

βδ-discounting

When an agent has βδ-discounting, then her present value of a flow of future utilities as of period t
will be given by
vt + β

X

δ s−t vs

s=t+1

where vt denotes her period t utility. With this formulation, note that the discount factor between the
current period and the next period is βδ, but the discount factor between two adjacent periods in the
future is δ. The agent is time-consistent (exponential discounter) when β = 1, and time-inconsistent
(quasi-hyperbolic discounter) when β < 1. A time-inconsistent agent can be fully aware, partially aware
or fully unaware of his time inconsistency, that is, of his true β. Suppose the agent believes that his
b As in the literature, a time-inconsistent agent is sophisticated when he is fully aware of his
true β is β.
inconsistency, that is, when βb = β < 1. The agent is partially naive when β < βb < 1 and fully naive
when β < βb = 1. The agent is naive when β < βb ≤ 1.3
Hyperbolic discount functions are very much related to time-inconsistency described above. When
an individual uses an hyperbolic discount function, she has a relatively high discount rate over short
horizons and relatively low discount rate over long horizons. This induces a conflict between today’s
self and tomorrow’s self. From today’s perspective the discount rate between two consecutive periods
1

Also see Rubinstein (2003), where he documents that the experimental evidence that rejects exponential discounting
can also be utilized to reject hyperbolic discounting.
2
See Eliaz and Spiegler (2006), for instance.
3
There is also some limited empirical and experimental evidence showing that there may be future bias, which, in
this context, translates into the time inconsistency parameter β being larger than 1. See Sayman and Öncüler (2009);
Takeuchi (2011), for instance.
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in the far future may be small, through a large discount factor, like δ. However, the discounting
between two consecutive periods in the near future may be large, through a small discount factor,
like βδ. Thus, hyperbolic discounting induces the βδ-preferences we described above. This is parallel
to the example Thaler (1981) gave, which we discussed above. According to Laibson (1997), another
example is the following: “this year I may desire to start an aggressive savings plan next year, but
when next year actually rolls around, my taste at that time will be to postpone any sacrifices another
year.” Here, through a very simple example, we show why this type of βδ-discounting may lead to
time-inconsistency.4 Suppose an agent has to make an investment decision today at t = 1, where the
investment costs 6 units at date t = 2 and a benefit of 8 units is collected with a delay at date t = 3.
Suppose the agent has βδ-discounting with β = 1/2 and δ = 1. From t = 1 point of view, the agent
calculates the overall net payoff from the investment: 0 + βδ · (−6) + βδ 2 · 8 = −3 + 4 = 1 > 0.
Thus, at t = 1, the agent decides to undertake the investment project at t = 2. However, when t = 2
arrives, the agent recalculates the net payoff from the investment: −6 + βδ · 8 = −6 + 4 = −2 < 0.
Thus, the agent changes her mind and at t = 2 , and she decides not to undertake the investment.
Therefore, self at t = 1 and self at t = 2 have conflicting choices, thus this agent’s choice behavior
exhibits time-inconsistency. Note that if β = 1, then the investment decision would not change across
time.
Among the earliest papers that deal with time-inconsistent preferences, we have Strotz (1955);
Phelps and Pollak (1968); Goldman (1979). In 1955, Strotz studied the following question: When an
individual is choosing a stream of consumption levels for a number of future periods, if she is free to
reconsider her plans at later periods, will she carry out the original plan or change it? Strotz finds that
the optimal stream of consumption for future periods that is chosen at the moment will not be obeyed,
that is, the individual’s future consumption levels will be inconsistent with the optimal plan chosen at
the moment. About a decade and a half later, Phelps and Pollak (1968) first formulated the concept of
time-inconsistency, introducing a quasi-hyperbolic discounting scheme via βδ-discounting in a national
savings context. Using the βδ-discounting described above, they show that the first best is achieved if
the current generations can commit future generations to save the amount that the current generations
wish them to save. However, if commitment is not possible, then the optimal saving decision becomes
only the second best. Goldman (1979) studied the problem of choice under intertemporally inconsistent
preferences, that is, how an individual today should behave knowing that herself tomorrow may not
4

See Chabris, Laibson, and Schuldt (2010) for the details of this example.
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abide with her current decision? Goldman showed that when an equilibrium (subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium) exists with an allocation different from the first generation’s best plan, then there also
exists another plan of consumption which is Pareto superior to the one in the equilibrium.5

2.2

Individual Decision Making

There is a line of research that considers individuals and their decision making problems under present
bias, where individuals do not interact with other individuals. Thus, there is no strategic interaction.6
One of the most influential papers on decision making with time-inconsistent preferences is Laibson (1997). Laibson studies the implications of hyperbolic discount functions, which induces timeinconsistent preferences. He considers the case where an imperfect commitment device exists. An
example is an illiquid asset, the sales revenue of which is obtained with a lag after the sale is initiated.
He shows that consumption levels are parallel with income levels and explains why consumers have
a different propensity to consume out of wealth than they do out of labor income. He also argues
that since financial innovation increases liquidity and eliminates commitment devices, financial innovation may be responsible for declining savings rates in U.S. On another paper, Laibson (1998) studies
hyperbolic discounting and its implications regarding certain anomalies. He shows that it is possible
to explain some of the empirical anomalies including declining national savings rates in developed
countries, disproportionate retirement accumulation in illiquid assets, consumption discontinuities at
retirement, variation in patience and precautionary savings effects. Diamond and Köszegi (2003) introduce endogenous retirement decision into the model of Laibson (1997). They show that the current
self may save less in order to make the future self to decide on a later retirement, since the current self
believes that future self will retire too soon.
In a series of papers, O’Donoghue and Rabin study the implications of time-inconsistent preferences
in a number contexts. In their seminal paper, O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999a) study self-control
problems of individuals who have present-biased preferences, which are modelled by time-inconsistent
discounting. An individual’s problem is when to do an action, which must be done exactly once. The
action either has an immediate cost or immediate reward. Also, the individual may be aware of her
time-inconsistency (sophisticated) or may be unaware (naive). They show that naive time-inconsistent
5

In this survey, we focus and discuss those studies that use discrete time models, however, there is a number of studies
that work time-inconsistency in continuous time. See, for instance, Karp (2007), Harris and Laibson (2013), and Pan,
Webb, and Zank (2015).
6
However, there are some papers, which model individual decision making process as a strategic game between different
selves of the same agent.
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individuals postpone costly action, they procrastinate, and take actions with immediate rewards too
soon. Sophisticated individuals procrastinate less than naive agents, but choose to do actions with
immediate rewards much earlier than naive agents. The reason for this is that sophisticated individual
has realistic pessimism, which makes her take the action earlier than the naive one. Also, when an
action has immediate costs, a small present bias harms only naive agents, however with actions with
immediate rewards, it harms only sophisticated agents. The intuition is that for the actions with
immediate costs (rewards), the future misbehavior raises (lowers) the cost of current misbehavior, and
then sophistication helps (hurts) in overcoming short-run impatience.
In another paper, O’Donoghue and Rabin (2000) also study self-control problems under timeinconsistent preferences, and they point out how the timing of the rewards and costs of an action are
important, as well as whether individual is aware of her future self-control problems. Based on the
intuition we gave above, they show that sophistication may hurt the agent, when actions have immediate rewards. Furthermore, O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001) study a model where an individual picks
from a menu of actions and is partially naive, that is, she is partially aware of her time-inconsistency
problem. They find that a partially naive person may find it optimal to not complete an attractive
option because she prefers a more attractive action even it’s not going to be completed. It is possible
to induce a person, who would not procrastinate, to procrastinate by providing a larger set of options.
The reason for this is that when we provide a person with a more important new action (with higher
return, but also with higher cost), this may cause the agent to switch from doing something useful (the
old action that is doable) to doing nothing at all. Because the new action is harder, thus more open to
procrastination. Thus, a person may procrastinate more severely when pursuing more important goals
than less important ones. O’Donoghue and Rabin also summarized what we have learnt so far in their
paper O’Donoghue and Rabin (2015), in which they point out that present bias is about utility, that
short-term discounting can be an evidence for present bias, and that the welfare analysis can be done.
They also ask questions for further research and new directions, which we will discuss in Section 3.
In an empirical work, Angeletos, Laibson, Repetto, Tobacman, and Weinberg (2001) study a model
of consumption where future labor income is uncertain and consumers have limited ability to borrow
since they face liquidity constraints. Also, consumers are assumed to have a short-run preference
for instantaneous gratification (immediate gain), as well as a long-run preference to act patiently.
They show that hyperbolic discount function performs better in approximating the data relative to
exponential discount function, and also that hyperbolic discounting explains consumption declines when
7

retirement approaches. They also explain relatively low levels of liquid wealth and aggressive credit
card borrowings. When changes in income are more predictable, consumers are less able to smooth
their consumption paths, which goes inline with the well-documented empirical fact that consumption
and income move together.
Gruber and Köszegi (2001) focus on addictive behavior and provide a new model of addiction,
which differs form the standard rational addiction model through the time-inconsistent preferences
they incorporate. In an earlier study, Becker and Murphy (1988) show that addiction behavior is
consistent with rationality. However, they assume that consumers perfectly predict the current price
and future cost of the goods they are addicted to. Gruber and Köszegi, however, avoid this assumption.
They track down the consumption levels before and after a change in the tax rate is announced, but
not effective yet. Although they get similar results to those in Becker and Murphy (1988) in terms
of the effect of future prices, they also show that when hyperbolic discounting is introduced, the
implications regarding government policy are quite different. They find that the optimal government
policy depends on both the negative externalities of smokers and the internalities imposed by smokers
on themselves. Gruber and Köszegi have another study, Gruber and Kőszegi (2004), where the taxes
levied on cigarettes impose some self-control problems, since smokers would like to quit to avoid the
tax but just cannot. They show that time-inconsistent preferences explain the evidence on smoking
levels much better than time-consistent preferences. They also explain why poor people smoke more.
One intuition is that when an agent is more time-inconsistent then her each self may ignore more of
the future harm she causes by smoking more. Thus, a decrease in consumption today would be more
costly, and current self sticks to a high level of smoking.
In their study, Harris and Laibson (2001) focus on a consumer’s decision problem where she has
hyperbolic discounting function, a borrowing constraint and stochastic income. Using a Hyperbolic
Euler Equation, instead of an Exponential Euler Equation, they explain why young and middle-aged
consumers borrow through too much credit card transactions, as well as the high level of observed
preretirement wealth accumulation.
On a related issue, Meier and Sprenger (2010) study credit card borrowing and test whether timeinconsistent agents borrow too much through credit cards or not. They show that, through incentivized
choice experiments, present-biased agents are relatively more likely to be borrowing through credit
cards and have larger credit card debt, when compared to agents who are time-consistent.
İmrohoroğlu, İmrohoroğlu, and Joines (2003) study an economy with time-inconsistent individuals
8

and focus on the social security and its welfare effects on these time-inconsistent agents through an
overlapping generations model. Agents face income risk and mortality risk, and they have borrowing
constraints. They choose how much to work and how much to save for retirement. What they find
in this framework is that social security is beneficial for those agents who find themselves with low
consumption levels once retired and regret their earlier saving decisions. But, they also conclude that
social security may adversely affect labor supply and overall savings amount in the economy, which in
turn affects the interest rate and the wage rate.
In another paper that also focuses on consumption and savings decisions of individuals, Krusell
and Smith Jr (2003) introduce time-inconsistent time preferences through βδ-discounting into a simple
problem of consumption-savings where agents face no uncertainty. Agents are infinitely lived and they
need to allocate their resources today into today’s consumption and savings, where today’s savings
will be available for consumption tomorrow, through a given technology for savings. They model
this problem as a current self and her infinitely many future selves deciding on consumption and
savings. They show an indeterminacy result where there is a continuum of Markov equilibrium savings
rule. There is a continuum of stationary points and for each stationary point there is a continuum
of consumption-savings path that converges to it. All these continuum of savings rules are in form of
step functions. The intuition behind this step function is as follows. If self n saves slightly more, this
deviation increases the consumption of self n + 1 by the amount of the increase and its return, but the
future capital stocks remain the same. Thus, under such a deviation, self n lowers her consumption,
increases self n + 1’s consumption, and leaves the consumption of all subsequent selves unchanged.
Under a mild condition, this extra saving gives rise to less than the extra income generated next
period. Thus, this is not a profitable deviation.
Dasgupta and Maskin (2005) ask whether there is a particular reason for having hyperbolic discounting, or βδ-preferences. They show that if there is some uncertainty regarding the timing of the
payoffs to be realized, then the time preferences have present bias or hyperbolic discounting. The
intuition is as follows. Imagine that a decision maker is offered today, a small payoff x at a date t or
a larger payoff X > x at a later date T > t. Also suppose that for each payoff amount, with a small
positive probability the payoff will be realized before the promised date. Let’s say the decision maker
first chooses (X, T ). As time passes and the payoff X is not realized earlier, then the small but early
option (x, t) becomes increasingly attractive. Thus, the decision maker may switch to the smaller and
earlier option x.
9

In a dual-self model, Fudenberg and Levine (2006) assume that there are two kinds of selves, where
one is a patient long-run self and the other is a myopic short-run self. These two selves have different
preferences about the future payoffs, where the short run selves are myopic. Through this dual-self
model, they explain both hyperbolic discounting and the paradox of risk aversion in large and small
scales. In the latter, what happens is that agent’s risk aversion for small scale gambles implies rejection
of favorable large scale gambles.7
Grenadier and Wang (2007) study the investment decision of a time-inconsistent entreprenuer
through a real options model, frequently used in the finance literature. However, most of this literature
assumes that agents discount exponentially. Grenadier and Wang introduce time-inconsistency into
the real options model and show that investment occurs earlier than in the standard, time-consistent
framework.

2.3

Strategic Interaction

In this section, we focus on economic models with strategic interaction under time-inconsistent preferences. The studies we discuss below involve contracting problems and/or dynamic games, including
bargaining games, repeated games, principal-agent problems, nonlinear pricing problems and public
good provision games.
In O’Donoghue and Rabin (2008), they study a contracting problem through a long term project
with multiple stages, when agents are naive and time-inconsistent. They show that when stages have
costs that are different enough, then procrastination is more likely, and if the stages are more costly,
the project is usually not finished. The intuition is based on the similar reasoning we provided above
when discussing their other studies. They also study another incentive problem in O’Donoghue and
Rabin (1999b) through a principal-agent model. However, in their model the effort level is observed
by the principal, thus no moral hazard problem exists in this sense. Instead, they assume that there is
a task which has a cost that can change over time, and they focus on the question of when the agent
completes the task. Moral hazard problem, though may arise in terms of unobserved (by the principal)
task-cost realizations. They show that the second-best optimal contract for naive time-inconsistent
agents must have an increasing punishment for delay as time passes. The reason is that higher task
costs make the agent more prone to procrastinate, and the principal needs to increase punishments to
avoid inefficient procrastination.
7

See Rabin (2000) for details.
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Gilpatric (2008) also focuses on a contracting problem with time-inconsistent agents assuming that
profit is fully determined by the effort, so effort is effectively observable. However, the low effort level
can be severely punished or not, and both cases are considered. In the case where shirking cannot be
severely punished (for instance when the worst punishment is to pay the agent nothing), the principal
leaves some room for naive time-inconsistent agents to shirk in the second-best solution. This is because
if a naive agent thinks that he will not shirk, but then if his future self shirks, such shirking is more
costly for this agent. However, when agents are less naive, that is, if β̂ is closer to the actual β, then the
principal may be better off (relative to facing fully naive agents) through screening some of the agents
from accepting the contract. When severe punishing is feasible, however, the self-control problem does
not disappear, but the principal can exploit the naivete of the agents.
Yılmaz (2013) and Yılmaz (2015) also look at a contracting problem between a principal and an
agent, where the agent is time-inconsistent and there is a repeated moral hazard problem. The former
paper deals with sophisticated agents and the latter one deals with naive agents. These two studies
differ from the earlier ones in terms of allowing the standard moral hazard problem where the effort
choice of the agent is not observable by the principal, and the usual trade-off between risk and insurance
is present. In the optimal wage scheme for a sophisticated time-inconsistent agent in the first paper,
the marginal cost of rewarding the agent for high output today exceeds the marginal benefit of delaying
these rewards until tomorrow. That is, the principal does not smooth the agent’s rewards over time.
The principal finds it optimal to reward the good performance more and punish the bad performance
more in the early period, relative to the optimal wage scheme for a time-consistent agent. In the
second paper, the main finding is that there are no information rents for the principal from naivete of
the agent, and the principal is indifferent between facing a naive or a sophisticated agent. Englmaier,
Fahn, and Schwarz (2016) also consider long term contractual relationships between a principal and
agent. Instead of a finitely many periods, they use an infinite horizon relationship, where the principal
offers a menu of contracts to time-inconsistent agents that are naive. They show that the effort that
the principal implements can be inefficiently high, when there is limited liability.
Another contracting problem is considered by DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004), where they focus
on a contract design problem of a firm which is facing time-inconsistent partially naive agents. They
consider goods with immediate costs (investment goods, like gyms) and delayed benefits and goods
with immediate benefit and delayed costs (leisure goods, like credit cards). Through studying the
design of a set of two part tariffs, they find that an investment good is priced below its marginal cost,
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whereas a leisure good is priced over its marginal cost. They also document that their theoretical
results go inline with the empirical data.8
An alternative approach to repeated principal-agent relationships involving dynamic inconsistency
is provided by Eliaz and Spiegler (2006). The dynamic inconsistency is not captured through βδdiscounting, but instead there are two possible utility functions and naive dynamically inconsistent
agent fails to correctly anticipate the true utility function. In that setting, they characterize the
optimal menu of contracts when a monopoly is contracting with such dynamically inconsistent agents
and show that it includes exploitative contracts for naive agents. The idea is that in the optimal menu
of contracts, the principal provides two actions for the naive agent: an imaginary action (the naive
agent believes that she will pick this action tomorrow) and a real action (the naive agent end up picking
this action, but does not perceive this in advance). Thus, the principal can use the imaginary action
to induce the naive agent to sign exploitative contracts. Heidhues and Kőszegi (2009) provide another
alternative approach where they assume that time-inconsistent agent’s two selves, self today and self
tomorrow, disagree regarding the consumption level and there is also a costly commitment technology.
Agent is exposed to a self-control problem. Self today has beliefs regarding tomorrow’s self’s preference
parameter, which is captured through a continuously distributed density function. They show that
more sophisticated agents end up with smaller welfare.9 The intuition is as follows. When an agent
is sophisticated, that is, when she has a better understanding of her future taste, she may take more
aggressive attempts to control her self-control problem. However, such aggressive attempts are still
inefficient, which decreases her welfare.
Kocherlakota (1996) studies a dynamic decision making problem, where an infinitely lived agent
chooses an element from a choice set, in every period of her life. Although this is a decision making
problem, it is modelled as an extensive form game, where at every decision node the agent makes
a choice, and the game is essentially played with different selves of the same agent, since the agent
has time-inconsistent preferences. He introduces a refinement of subgame perfect Nash equilibrium,
and calls it reconsideration-proofness. He shows that the agent receives the same overall payoff at all
reconsideration-proof equilibrium paths, whereas there are multiple subgame perfect Nash equilibria
with different overall utility levels. In another study, Sarafidis (2006) studies a general framework
8
Also see DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006) for another paper of theirs, where they empirically test whether consumers have rational expectations about their future consumption frequency and choose the utility-maximizing contract,
and they find evidence that it is not necessarily the case.
9
See also Heidhues and Koszegi (2010) for credit contracts and how the naivete of a time-inconsistent agent can be
exploited in the context of competitive credit market with present-biased borrowers, who thus have self-control problems.
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regarding non-cooperative games and introduce time-inconsistency. Focusing first on finite extensive
form games of perfect information, he introduces two solution concepts, which overlap with the subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium if the players are sophisticated. However, when some players are naive,
then these solution concepts produce different predictions than the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
produces. Two applications are provided: the alternating-offers bargaining game and the durable
good monopoly. Infinite horizon games and imperfect information games are also analyzed. Chade,
Prokopovych, and Smith (2008) study infinitely repeated games where players have βδ-preferences.
They characterize the equilibrium payoffs and show that the equilibrium payoff set is not monotonic
in β or δ.
In terms of collective action problems, Bisin, Lizzeri, and Yariv (2015) show that collective action
may cause individual self-control problems to get bigger leading to excessive government debt. When
there is heterogeneity in time preferences of individuals, Jackson and Yariv (2015) show that every
Pareto efficient and non-dictatorial method of aggregating utility functions must be time inconsistent.
Among studies that focus on bargaining games where time-inconsistency is present, a recent paper,
Schweighofer-Kodritsch (2017), focuses on the seminal study of Rubinstein (1982), and provides a
general time-preference framework. In Rubinstein (1982), discounting is assumed to be exponential and
the levels of impatience of players determines the allocation players agree on, which is both immediate
and efficient. In Schweighofer-Kodritsch (2017), however, players are allowed to have time-inconsistent
preferences, thus exponential discounting is not necessarily valid. Under time-inconsistency, he derives
optimal punishments, fully characterizes the equilibrium outcomes and also shows for which preference
profiles the equilibrium is unique. Akin (2007) also studies an alternating-offers bargaining game as
in Rubinstein (1982), and introduces time-inconsistency. His focus is on the effects of learning (of
the naive time-inconsistent agent) on the equilibrium outcomes. When the proposer is either naive
or partially naive, the offer is never accepted by the receiver, regardless of the type of the receiver or
whether the naive proposer is learning or not. When a time-consistent agent proposes, though, the
game reaches immediate agreement if the receiver is a naive time-inconsistent agent who never learns.
And, a naive time-inconsistent agent’s share gets larger if her degree of naivete is larger.10
Altınok and Yılmaz (2018) study a dynamic voluntary public good provision model and assume
that the players are time-inconsistent through their βδ-preferences. As in Marx and Matthews (2000),
the agents have discontinuous preferences over the total contribution with a jump when the project
10
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is completed. They compare the equilibrium outcomes of sophisticated time-inconsistent agents to
those of the time-consistent agents and show that for any given public good size sophisticated timeinconsistent agents complete the project earlier than time-consistent agents. The idea is that sophisticated agents realize that their future selves may under-contribute, thus they contribute more (relative
to time-consistent agents) in the earlier periods, and achieve provision faster.

2.4

Measuring Discount Rates

Since the DU model has been introduced by Samuelson (1937), there also have been a number of
studies that are interested in actually soliciting the time preferences. The DU model assumes that a
single discount rate measures an agent’s time preferences, and a good number of studies had attempted
to measure this discount rate, either through experimental data obtained by responses of subjects to
a set of choice questions, or through actual choice behavior observed in the real world. Frederick,
Loewenstein, and O’donoghue (2002) reports a large set of estimates of discount factors presented
in the studies up until 2002, together with their method and whether the discounting is found to
be exponential or hyperbolic.11 Unfortunately there is a considerable amount of variation in these
estimates and there seems to be no consensus on whether the time-preferences exhibit exponential or
hyperbolic discounting. Also, Cohen, Ericson, Laibson, and White (2016) provide an extensive survey
of those studies that are primarily interested in measuring or eliciting the time-preferences.
One methodology employed to measure the discounting is referred to as multiple price lists (MPL),
where subjects are asked multiple times to choose between smaller payment amounts to be paid at
early dates and larger amounts to be paid at later dates. The price lists are such that the interest rate
is increasing and at some point the subject starts choosing later payments instead of sooner payments.
Using these price levels where this switching occurs, one can estimate the discount rate. MPL method
usually assumes that the utility is linear in monetary payoffs. For instance, Benhabib, Bisin, and
Schotter (2010) experimentally estimate discounting using dated rewards technique. Their estimated
discounting function is general in the sense that it nests both exponential and hyperbolic discounting,
including quasi-hyperbolic discounting. They find that the discounts rates are high and find strong
evidence for present bias. However, the form of present bias does not necessarily result from the
quasi-hyperbolic discounting.12
11

See Table 1 and Figure 2 in Section 6 of Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’donoghue (2002).
Also see Halevy (2015) for an experimental result that points out the present-bias is not necessarily the main source
of time-inconsistent behavior.
12
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There is also a branch of this part of the literature, that focuses on the risk attitudes when studying
time-preferences. If the utility function is not linear, but concave instead, that is, if the agent is
risk averse, then the estimates of the discount rate will be upward-biased. This bias was taken into
account by Andersen, Harrison, Lau, and Rutström (2008), where, through an experimental study,
they elicit risk and time preferences using Danish adults as subjects, using a double multiple price list
(DMPL) method, where they jointly use time and risk price lists. They find that the discount rates
are significantly lower relative to the estimates in earlier studies. They point out that if the subjects
are assumed to be risk-neutral, even though they are actually risk-averse, then the discount rates will
be overestimated.
Another approach, called Convex Time Budget (CTB) method, on the other hand, captures both
discounting and risk attitude at the same time by convexifying the experimental budget. Moreover,
this method is able to point estimate the discount rate, unlike MPL which produces a range estimate
for it. Andreoni and Sprenger (2012) introduce and use this CTB method, where they use variation in
linear budget constraints over early and later payoffs to single out convexity of preferences and produce
precise estimates both at the individual level and aggregate level for discount rate and risk-aversion.
On average, they find that the discount rates are lower than those estimated in previous studies.
Andreoni, Kuhn, and Sprenger (2015) compare these two methods, the CTB method and the DMPL
method. They find that it is necessary to control for the risk aversion in order to estimate the discount
rate and they also show that the CBT method’s estimates out-perform the DMPL’s estimates.
Most of the literature studying present-bias either experimentally shows that there is time-inconsistency
when monetary payoffs are intertemporally compared or assume that inconsistency arises over monetary payoffs in theoretical models. However, Augenblick, Niederle, and Sprenger (2015) take a different
approach in this sense and they focus on real effort choices and show that present-bias exists in real
effort costs, but there is limited time-inconsistency when choices are monetary payments.
Noor (2009b) conducts a calibration exercise where they show that the choice behavior reported
in the experiments in Thaler (1981) is also consistent with exponential discounting. The utility of
monetary gains is assumed to have constant absolute risk aversion and the marginal utility is assumed
to be almost constant. In another paper, Noor (2009a) shows that the magnitude effect and the
decreasing impatience properties together contradict the exponential discounting model. When a
decision maker has decreasing impatience then it means that she becomes more patient regarding the
decision between period t and period t + 1, as t increases. Magnitude effect is present when a decision
15

maker shows greater patience when the reward is larger.
There is also a number of axiomatic studies regarding the measurement of discounting. Attema,
Bleichrodt, Rohde, and Wakker (2010) introduce time-tradeoff sequences to study the intertemporal
behavior and managed to resolve the two problems that interfere when measuring the discount factors: the diminishing marginal utility and violation of intertemporal separability.13 They provide an
axiomatic characterization of quasi-hyperbolic discounting and also experimentally test their axioms.
They find evidence for increasing impatience. In a relatively recent study, Olea and Strzalecki (2014)
provide an axiomatic characterization for quasi-hyperbolic discounting, the βδ-discounting. They also
estimate intervals for the discount factors, documenting evidence for both present and future bias.14
Regarding job search behavior, DellaVigna and Paserman (2005) focus on unemployed subjects.
Through their observed job search behavior, the authors find evidence for time-inconsistent time preferences, specifically for βδ discounting. They show that when inconsistency is larger (small β) and
low discounting (high δ) it takes longer to find a job. They also estimate β, through calibration of
the model, to be around 0.9. On a related study, Paserman (2008) estimates a similar model of job
search and unemployment with a quasi-hyperbolic discount function; he estimates β and finds that it
is approximately 0.5 for low income workers and 0.9 for high income workers. Another empirical study
on measuring the degree of time-inconsistency is Fang and Silverman (2009). Through the data on the
choices of never-married women with dependent children, they study the relationship between time
discounting and work and welfare program participation decisions, and estimate a dynamic structural
model of labor supply, and they find evidence for a time-inconsistent discount function. Through a
quasi-hyperbolic form, they estimate a present-bias factor considerably less than one, and reject a
standard exponential discounting model.

3

Open Directions

The literature on present-bias and time-inconsistent behavior has been growing fast for the last couple
of decades. There has been a large number of important implications stemming from time-inconsistent
behavior in various economic contexts. Yet, there are still some directions that are worth pursuing.
Some of the economic contexts that has been studied under present bias or time-inconsistency needs
13
A time-tradeoff sequence is a sequence (tn , a) and (tn , b), for n = 1, 2, ..., where a < b and the decision maker is
indifferent between (tn , a) and (tn+1 , b) for all n = 1, 2, ....
14
Also, see Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) and Fishburn and Rubinstein (1982), where the former axiomatized the
hyperbolic discounting where the latter axiomatized the exponential discounting.
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to be explored more. For instance, the bargaining problems, the public good provision problems and
collective decision environments, we believe, are among the fields that there is more to explore when
there are time-inconsistencies.
In most of the studies on time-inconsistency, whether a player is time-inconsistent or not is usually
known. However, it is also worth studying incomplete information in this aspect. For instance, in
the context of a sequential bargaining, for instance, how does the existence of present bias affect the
final outcome in a sequential bargaining game when players have incomplete information on the type
of their opponent? When players have missing information on the opponent’s type: time-consistent,
sophisticated time-inconsistent or naive time-inconsistent, the following questions are relevant and
worth pursuing: Controlling for the discounting (for δ), what is the effect of time-inconsistency (of
β) on the offers made through out the game and how do the accept-reject decision change? Would
the players regret their offers or their accept-reject decisions? What are the implications of awareness
of own time-inconsistency in this context? For instance, when a naive time-inconsistent agent and
a sophisticated time-inconsistent agent bargain sequentially, which agent would have the advantage,
controlling for the overall discounting? Under incomplete information, these are open questions that
are waiting to be explored in this context.15
It is been shown that in a dynamic public good provision game, time-inconsistent agents contribute
more than time-consistent agents, by Altınok and Yılmaz (2018), thus, there are some efficiency gains in
this particular context of public good provision. One direction is whether this result can be generalized
to include more economic contexts or not. It would be highly interesting if one can prove a general result
that shows the existence of efficiency gains due to time-inconsistency in more general environments.
There are also questions yet to be studied more in detail, as O’Donoghue and Rabin (2015) pointed
out. The prediction of discounting behaviour seems to be in need of more exploration as there is
not a clear consensus on it. Depending on the context or on the assumptions made, the estimates
vary by a good margin. It is also important to distinguish present bias with other phenomena like
projection bias (where the current decision may be distorted by misprediction of future preferences),
anticipatory utility (where there may be additional utility from anticipating future consumption),
habit formation (where current utility depends on the past consumption) and demand for commitment
(where a sophisticated decision maker may want to get a commitment device in order to restrict her
future selves with whom she may disagree).
15

Note that some of these questions are already studied under complete information.
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4

Conclusion

We surveyed the literature on present bias and quasi-hyperbolic discounting in form of βδ-discounting
and their implications in various economic contexts under time-inconsistent behavior, as well as issues
with the measurement of discounting functions/rates. We provided a detailed layout of the different
lines of works in the literature and discussed some of the pioneering papers as well as the frontier
research together with possible future studies.
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